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• Effect-based triggers (EBTs) for bioassays
discriminate good from poor water
quality.

• EBTs can be derived by read across from
existing water quality guideline values.

• Mixture factor warranted for bioassays
responding to many different chemicals.

• EBT derivation method applicable to
every bioassay subject to data availability

• Here we derived preliminary EBTs for 32
bioassays and discuss many more.
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Effect-basedmethods including cell-based bioassays, reporter gene assays andwhole-organism assays have been
applied for decades inwater qualitymonitoring and testing of enriched solid-phase extracts. There is no common
EU-wide agreement on what level of bioassay response in water extracts is acceptable. At present, bioassay re-
sults are only benchmarked against each other but not against a consented measure of chemical water quality.
The EU environmental quality standards (EQS) differentiate between acceptable and unacceptable surface
water concentrations for individual chemicals but cannot capture the thousands of chemicals in water and
their biological action asmixtures.We developed a method that reads across from existing EQS and includes ad-
ditional mixture considerations with the goal that the derived effect-based trigger values (EBT) indicate accept-
able risk for complex mixtures as they occur in surface water. Advantages and limitations of various approaches
to read across from EQS are discussed and distilled to an algorithm that translates EQS into their corresponding
bioanalytical equivalent concentrations (BEQ). The proposed EBT derivation method was applied to 48 in vitro
bioassays with 32 of them having sufficient information to yield preliminary EBTs. To assess the practicability
and robustness of the proposed approach, we compared the tentative EBTswith observed environmental effects.
The proposedmethod only gives guidance on how to derive EBTs but does not propose final EBTs for implemen-
tation. The EBTs for some bioassays such as those for estrogenicity are alreadymature and could be implemented
into regulation in the near future, while for others itwill still take a few iterations untilwe can be confident of the
power of the proposed EBTs to differentiate good from poor water quality with respect to chemical
contamination.

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Towards the development of effect-based trigger values

Effect-based methods (EBM), mainly in vitro cell-based (often re-
porter-gene) assays and small-scale in vivo whole-organism bioassays
(such as algae, daphnids and fish embryos) have been applied for de-
cades to monitor water quality and water treatment processes (Escher
and Leusch, 2012; Hamers et al., 2013; Leusch and Snyder, 2015;
Prasse et al., 2015; van der Burg et al., 2013; Wernersson et al., 2015).
However, currently targeted chemical analysis is still most commonly
used for chemical water quality monitoring. This holds true also for
the European Water Framework Directive (WFD) (European
Parliament and European Council, 2000) although recently the use of
EBMs has been recommended for a review of this regulatory framework
(Brack et al., 2017). Awareness is increasing that targeted chemical
monitoring cannot account for the presence of unknown chemicals or
transformation products. Further, chemicals are generally present in
the aquatic environment in complex mixtures and, while individual
chemicals may be present below guideline values (GV), the mixture ef-
fects of many chemicals at low concentrations can be significant (e.g.
the “something from nothing” effect (Silva et al., 2002; Walter et al.,
2002)). Bioassays provide evidence of the joint biological effect of all ac-
tive chemicals in a sample (Maletz et al., 2013; Välitalo et al., 2016). Fur-
ther, they are hazard-scaled, so at similar concentrations more potent
chemicals will have a greater contribution to the mixture effect than
low-potency chemicals.

EBMs yield quantitative effect measures, e.g. effect concentrations
(EC). EC values can be translated into bioanalytical equivalent concen-
trations (BEQ) to make the effect measure comparable between bioas-
says targeting the same mode of action (MOA) (Escher and Leusch,
2012). The BEQ of a water sample is the concentration of a reference
compound that would elicit the same effect as all compounds in the
water sample. By using BEQs for sample characterization before and
after treatment, it is possible to quantify treatment efficacy in a waste-
water treatment plant (WWTP), an advanced water treatment plant
(AWTP) or a drinking water treatment plant (DWTP) (Escher et al.,
2009; Leusch et al., 2005; Neale et al., 2012; Van der Linden et al.,
2008). However, since every bioassay has different characteristics, it is
not possible to quantitatively compare between bioassays targeting dif-
ferentMOAs or apical endpoints. In addition, combinations of extraction
techniques allowing high enrichment factors for organic chemicals
(Schulze et al., 2017) and increasingly more sensitive cell lines have
allowed effects to be detected even in drinkingwater and highly treated
recycled water (Escher et al., 2014). The fact that an EC can be derived
does not always mean that an adverse effect for ecosystem and
human health is expected. Many in vitro assays, e.g., those indicative
of nuclear receptors that trigger enhanced metabolic activity and tran-
scription factors that mediate adaptive stress responses, indicate the ac-
tivation of defensemechanisms at low doses (Simmons et al., 2009) and
thus the presence of contaminants in the sample. Therefore, the limit of
detection in an in vitro bioassay has no bearing on the adversity of effect
related to a given assay and inmany cases there is no direct relationship
between BEQ and the degree of adversity of in vivo effects. Rather, in
vitro bioassays are used as analytical tools to quantify mixtures of
chemicals. Hence EBMs are also often termed bioanalytical tools.

The combination of solid-phase extraction (SPE) and bioassays has
led to such low limits of detection that contaminant concentrations in
high-quality water are not below the limit of detection any more.
Hence, just because an effect is detectable does not mean that this is
necessarily unacceptable. For surveillance and monitoring applications,
it thus becomes imperative to define thresholds, so called effect-based
trigger values (EBT) that differentiate between acceptable and poor
water quality with respect to the organic micropollutants, with further
testing recommended if a water sample exceeds an EBT. Similar bioas-
says have been applied across different types of water from drinking
water to sewage and even to sediments and biota. Acceptable effect
levelswill differ depending on the sample type. However, ideally similar
methods should be applied for the derivation of EBTs for differentmatri-
ces and protection targets.

EBTs for surface water need to be in line with consented environ-
mental and human health related quality standards for individual com-
pounds. Consequently, they need to be protective for ecosystem health
and for human health due to the use of surface water for drinkingwater
abstraction or water reuse. The goal of this study is to develop a generic
method for the derivation of EBTs that reads across from chemical GVs
and can be applied to any set of chemical GVs and to any bioassay.
The methods will be applied here specifically in the context of the as-
sessment of water quality for European surface waters as one case
study. No final numerical EBTs are proposed, but the focus lies on the
evaluation of various derivation methods with the goal to propose a co-
herent and widely applicable method for future applications. The effect
data used to evaluate the various explored methods might still be in-
complete or not completely adequate for the purpose. Therefore, the
resulting numerical EBTs are preliminary and will need to be refined
in a second step by targeted measurement of more effect data for
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environmentally relevant and regulated chemicals. A commonality in all
approaches that we use here is to base EBT values on BEQs. Hence, the
EBTs will be defined as an effect-based trigger BEQ (EBT-BEQ).

1.2. Environmental quality standards

The European WFD aims to integrate biological and chemical infor-
mation in order to obtain an overall insight into the quality of individual
water bodies (European Parliament and European Council, 2000). Ac-
cording to the WFD, the chemical status of a water body is determined
by analyzing and assessing the concentrations of 45 (groups of) priority
substances. A good chemical status is reached when the concentrations
of all priority substances are below the annual average and maximal al-
lowable concentration. Environmental Quality Standards (AA-EQS and
MAC-EQS) were defined to protect the environment and human health
(EuropeanCommission, 2011). We use the AA-EQS values for sub-
stances under the WFD approach as a case study here. Similar GVs for
water quality were derived in other jurisdictions and the method intro-
duced here can be applied to those as well.

1.3. Panels of cellular and whole-organism assays for water quality
monitoring

A large number of bioassays indicative of different endpoints have
been developed over recent decades. Their strength is that they account
for mixtures of chemicals acting together - all chemicals in the case of
apical endpoints and groups of chemicals with the same MOA for re-
porter gene assays. By applying a panel of cellular and small-scale
whole-organism assays it is possible to obtain a more holistic profile
of the effects of all chemicals present in a water sample without identi-
fying the causative compounds individually. To capture effects com-
monly detected in environmental waters and to protect against
missing unexpected effects, it is important to assemble a bioassay test
battery that covers different types of effects. Test batteries should ide-
ally include bioassays indicative of different stages of the cellular toxic-
ity pathway, including induction of xenobiotic metabolism, receptor
mediated effects, reactive MOA, adaptive stress responses and cell
viability, as well as apical effects in whole organisms (Fig. 1, adapted
from Escher et al. (2014) and Neale et al. (2017b).

Test batteries covering these endpoints have recently been applied
to surface water, wastewater and recycled water (Jia et al., 2015;
Leusch et al., 2014; Neale et al., 2017a). Further, bioassays indicative of
reactive toxicity and induction of adaptive stress responses (Neale et
al., 2012; Hebert et al., 2018) and hormone receptor-mediated effects
(Brand et al., 2013) have also been applied specifically to drinking
water.

1.4. State of the art

There are principally two approaches to derive EBTs: If the point of
departure (POD) is an adverse effect, then one needs to translate con-
centrations of potent reference chemicals that are considered safe in
vivo to concentrations detectable in vitro. Such an approach does not ac-
count for mixtures but mixture considerations can be included and bio-
assays are per definition quantifying mixture effects if they are applied
to samples that contain more than one component. An example of this
approach is the drinking water EBTs developed by Brand et al. (2013)
for hormonal activity. This approach was restricted to health-based
EBTs and requires information such as acceptable daily intake values
and estimated bioavailability data.

The second approach is to base the derivation of EBTs on existing
EQS as the POD. The procedure to derive a GV or EQS follows similar
principles in many jurisdictions, with no observed effect concentrations
(NOEC) for environmental species or no observed adverse effect levels
(NOAEL) in test animals as the POD and a series of extrapolation steps
employed uncertainty factors or species sensitivity distribution-based
estimates to derive a safe concentration, which is then used as the GV.

The simplest approach is to translate an EQS directly to its corre-
sponding BEQ and use this value as the EBT. This approach was pro-
posed for estrogenic chemicals (Kunz et al., 2015) in surface water. A
similarweightedmethod using the fourmost potent estrogenswas sug-
gested forwastewater (Jarosova et al., 2014). These EBT options are lim-
ited to assays where one or a few compounds with defined EQS
dominate effects.

Environmental EBTs for apical endpoints were further proposed by
van der Oost et al. (2017) in the SIMONI (Smart IntegratedMonitoring)
strategy. The SIMONI-EBTs for apical endpointswere derived fromacute
ECs assuming an acute-to-chronic ratio (ACR) of 10 and an additional
safety factor of two for extraction recovery. The resulting toxic unit
(TU) of 0.05 (TU= 1/EC), which corresponds to a relative enrichment
factor (REF) of 20, was then used as the EBT. The REF is an indicator of
concentration and takes into account sample enrichment and dilution
in the assay. In addition, ECs from aquatic in vivo data were integrated
to estimate the safe BEQ (lowest observed chronic effect equivalents
in the database), the HC5-BEQ (hazardous concentration for 5% of
water organisms, determined with species sensitivity distribution on
all chronic EC50-BEQs) and a background BEQ (bioassay response at
eight sites with good ecological status). These three BEQ values were
used to derive SIMONI-EBTs for a panel of in vitro bioassays.

Mixture considerations were included in the derivation of EBTs for
drinkingwater and recycledwater (Escher et al., 2015) butwere limited
to cell-based assays.

Here we build on all of these earlier approaches to establish a com-
mon derivation method that reads across from existing EQS and explic-
itly addressesmixtures. Themethod can be applied to anybioassay from
reporter gene cell-based assays towhole-organism assays provided suf-
ficient data for the effects of regulated chemicals are available.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Point of departure

The POD for the derivation of EBTs is taken from existing GVs. Any
coherent set of such GVs will permit the derivation of EBTs but it re-
mains a regulatory decision where and when to implement the EBT.
This paper used the EU and Swiss AA-EQS (hereafter just termed EQS)
as case studies but the approach is versatile enough to be used for any
set of GVs, e.g., drinking water GV (WHO, 2011), GVs for recycled
water (NRMMCand EPHCandNHMRC, 2008), or for discharge ofwaste-
water (Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation and
Nuclear Safety, 2004).

2.2. One algorithm for all bioassays?

We can classify bioassays into two categories: Category 1 (defined
mixtures) includes those bioassays that target one highly specific mo-
lecular initiating event, such as the binding to a hormone receptor,
and for which the majority of active chemicals are known and category
2 (undefined mixtures) are those that are responsive to many if not all
chemicals. The category 1 bioassays typically include receptor-mediated
effects, e.g., activation of the estrogen (ER), androgen (AR), glucocorti-
coid (GR), progesterone (PR) or thyroid (TR) receptors (Fig. 1) or spe-
cific effects on an organism level such as inhibition of photosynthesis.
Here iceberg modeling (König et al., 2017; Neale et al., 2017a; Tang
and Escher, 2014) and effect-directed analysis (Brack et al., 2016;
Hashmi et al., 2018;Muschket et al., 2018) have demonstrated that typ-
ically only a few highly bioactive molecules (often natural hormones or
synthetic drugs) can explain a high proportion of themixture effects ob-
served by the cocktail of chemicals in a water sample.

In contrast, there are bioassays that register more integrative effects,
e.g., the cellular stress responses such as the oxidative stress response,



Fig. 1. Summary of bioassays included in the EBT derivation.
(Figure adapted from Neale et al. (2017b))
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apical cellular effects and the in vivo organism responses (Fig. 1). For
these category 2 bioassays, even if dozens or hundreds of chemicals
are quantified and the effects of these single chemicals are known, the
computed mixture effect of these known chemicals in the concentra-
tions they occur typically explains only a small fraction of the effect,
often b1% (Escher et al., 2013; Neale et al., 2017a; Tang et al., 2013).

We cannot say a priori which bioassays fall into which of the two
categories and there is also a grey area between the two categories,
e.g., an apical endpoint such as algal growth can be very specific for her-
bicides inhibitingphotosynthesis. However, clearly these two categories
need to be treated somewhat differently in the EBT derivation because
category 1 bioassays are mainly triggered by high-potency chemicals,
while in category 2 bioassays many chemicals have low potency but to-
gether they may cause effects of concern. As will be shown, there needs
to be a specific provision to consider mixture effects for category 2 bio-
assays. Hence, in principle, there is one algorithm for all bioassays but
category 2 bioassays require an additional mixture factor as will be in-
troduced below.

2.3. Translating an EQS into a BEQ associated to this EQS

To translate any chemical concentration, for example an EQS con-
centration, into an associated BEQ the relative effect potencies (REPi),
i.e. the potencies of the compounds of interest in relation to the potency
of the reference compound in a certain bioassay, are needed.

REPi can be calculated by Eq. (1) from the EC of a reference com-
pound divided by the EC of the compound of interest i. The effect end-
points must be compatible, such that the effect y in ECy of the
reference compound and all tested chemicals should be matching, e.g.,
EC10, PC10 (Kunz et al., 2017), EC50, or ECIR1.5 (Escher et al., 2014). The
slopes of the sigmoidal concentration-effect curves must be similar or
linear concentration-effect curves must be used to obtain an effect-
level independent REPi.

REPi;in vitro ¼
EC reference compoundð Þ

EC compound ið Þ ð1Þ

BEQs can be directly measured in a bioassay (BEQbio) or calculated
from chemical measurements by multiplying the measured concentra-
tion of an active compound i in the bioassay with its REPi (BEQi,chem).
BEQbio accounts for effects of all chemicals present in the sample,
known or unknown, while the sum of BEQi,chem only considers themix-
ture effects of known chemicals.
One can assign a BEQi,chem to each chemical i at its EQSi concentra-
tion via Eq. (2).

BEQi;chem ¼ REPi;in�vitro � EQSi ð2Þ

If REPin-vivo=REPin-vitro and the EQSi did not consider further hazard
indicators such as persistence, bioaccumulation and secondary poison-
ing, then all BEQi,chem for one given bioassay should theoretically be
equal. In practice, BEQi,chem vary because the EQS is derived to protect
the entire aquatic ecosystem, not for one bioassay. Most in vitro bioas-
says are indicative of one specific step in the toxicity pathway. The spe-
cies applied in in vivowhole-organism assayswill not necessarilymatch
with the species that is driving the EQS derivation as the most sensitive
species. And even if therewere a perfectmatch between the in vivo end-
point driving the EQS derivation and the in vitro bioassay, then differ-
ences in toxicokinetics would possibly lead to further differences, e.g.,
if a chemical were only active after metabolic activation and the in
vitro assay has no capacity for metabolism.

2.4. Accounting for mixture effects

Bioassays intrinsically account for mixture effects because all
chemicals acting with the same MOA will result in a concentration
additive effect in a given MOA specific bioassay. For whole-organism
assays multiple types of interaction in mixtures are possible, includ-
ing independent action, concentration addition, synergy and antago-
nism. In general, concentration addition is a robust reference model
(Backhaus and Faust, 2012; Tang et al., 2013; Warne and Hawker,
1995) for water samples that contain very large numbers of
chemicals and no dominant individual chemicals. In the case of a
reporter gene assay targeting a specific nuclear receptor or transcrip-
tion factor, a mixture of agonists can be assumed to follow concen-
tration addition.

In contrast, EQS are derived for single chemicals. While legally each
chemical could be present just below its EQSi and considered safe on its
own, the larger the number of chemicals present, the more probable
that the mixture effects could exceed some effect threshold (“some-
thing from nothing effect” (Silva et al., 2002)).

A measure of how close themeasured environmental concentration
(MEC) is to the EQS is the risk quotient RQ, which is defined as the ratio
betweenMEC and the corresponding safe concentration represented by
the EQS. To calculate the cumulative risk of a chemical mixture, a risk
index (RI) is used. The RI is the sum of the risk quotients RQi of n
chemicals i. The RI should only be calculated for chemicals with the
same MOA because the condition of its derivation is that concentration
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addition applies. Similar to theRQ, RI = 1would typically be assigned as
the threshold between an acceptable RI and risk.

RI ¼
Xn
i¼1

RQi ¼
Xn
i¼1

MECi

EQSi
ð3Þ

Translated to bioassays the RI would be conceptually equivalent to
the ratio between the measured BEQbio and the EBT-BEQ but this RI
also includes the effect from unknown chemicals.

RI ¼ BEQbio

EBT−BEQ
ð4Þ

There is a caveat to the approach of adding up the RQs. The RI is de-
pendent on the number of chemicals n, so RI will automatically increase
as the number of chemicals n increases. In contrast, if we calculated the
RQi individually and check if each chemical had a RQi b 1, thenwemight
underestimate the risk of chemicals acting together in mixtures. Each
EQS is derived and specific for one chemical. If an EQS was truly protec-
tive for the ecosystem, then itmust also be protective for another chem-
ical acting according to the same MOA but just with a different value
scaled according to potency. Therefore, a balance must be struck to ac-
count for mixture effects without being overprotective, which is
discussed in more detail in Section 2.6.

2.5. In vitro bioassays as integrators of modes of action

Chemicals that act according to the sameMOA elicit a concentration-
additive mixture effect. An EQS for a single compound should also be
protective for the mixture that is equipotent to the single chemical, as
long as the GVs have been derived from toxicity data based on the
MOA monitored in the in vitro assay. For example, an EBT-BEQ for
17β-estradiol based on its carcinogenicity will not be useful when com-
paring it to an estradiol equivalent (EEQ) value measured from an
estrogenicity bioassay, but an EBT-BEQ for 17β-estradiol based on an
estrogenicity assay will be applicable.

Thus, the first step in deriving an EBT-BEQ is to match chemicals
with EQS to the appropriate bioassays. This might be a very simple
and straightforward endeavor for very well-known MIEs such as bind-
ing to the ER, but in many cases the relevant MOAs are not known for
chemicals that have an EQS and many chemicals exhibit multiple
MOAs with different inherent potencies. Therefore, we have not made
any prior assignments based on MOA but have included all available
bioassay data.

Oneway to assignMOAs to chemicals is to test if they are responsive
in an in vitro assay, e.g. a reporter gene assay that is specific for a given
MIE. However, all chemicals will cause cytotoxicity and apical effects (at
different concentrations) and close to cytotoxic concentrations, reporter
genes are often activated in a non-specific manner, which was termed
cytotoxicity burst (Judson et al., 2016). Therefore, not every chemical
that has an EC value in a given bioassay exhibits the associated MOA
in the whole organism and should be included in the EBT derivation,
but rather only those with certain proximity (to be defined) of its EC
in the bioassay to the EQS should be included. Low-potency chemicals
skew the EBT distributions and therefore need to be excluded by the fil-
tering step described in the next section.

2.6. Evaluated options for EBT derivation

We evaluated various options for the EBT derivation and recom-
mend two final approaches, one for category 1 bioassays and one for
category 2 bioassays.

Ideally, if a bioassaywere protective for the entire ecosystem, then a
chemical's EQS could be directly translated to an associated BEQ and all
EBTs derived for different chemicals would be the same. In practice, this
is of course not the case. Therefore, a first step in any derivation of EBTs
will be to translate all available EQSi to BEQi.

If all chemicals were allowed to be present at their EQS (which
would legally be possible) and concentration addition applies as the
mixture model, then the EBT would just be the sum of all BEQi (Option
A). The resulting EBT would then be dependent on the number of
chemicals included (n). This would not be a problem if all REPi values
of EQS compounds were available for all bioassays but this is not the
case. While intuitively this option A appears unreasonable, mathemati-
cally it would be the correct way of approaching the read across. In the-
ory, all regulated chemicals could be present just below their EQSi and
the water quality would still be acceptable.

Option A : EBT ¼
Xn
i¼1

BEQi ð5Þ

To avoid the dependence on n, the EBT could be defined as average
BEQ of all chemicals at their EQS,which is equivalent to the50thpercen-
tile of a normal distribution of BEQi (Option B).

Option B : EBT ¼
Xn

i¼1
BEQi

n
ð6Þ

As biological data is often log-normally distributed, an alternative
option to derive the EBT is to take the mean of the log BEQi as a basis
for EBT (Option C).

Option C : EBT ¼ 10

Xn

i¼1
logBEQi

n

 !
ð7Þ

The method using mean values (Option B) might not be sufficiently
protective. An alternative option would be to derive the 5th percentile
of a normal distribution (Escher et al., 2015) or to apply an extrapolation
factor (EF) (Option D). If the distribution was normal, then the ratio
between the 50th and the 5th percentile would be approximately an
EF of 10.

Option D : EBT ¼
Xn

i¼1
BEQi

n
=EF ð8Þ

Jarosova et al. (2014) proposed for estrogenic compounds inWWTP
to choose the minimum of the BEQi of the potent estrogens as the EBT.
This approach (Option E) will be included in the evaluation but it will
only be useful if only high potency compounds are included in the der-
ivation, i.e., possibly for a subclass of category 1 bioassays.

Option E : EBT ¼ min BEQið Þ ð9Þ

However, it must be noted that the low-potency compounds have
associated low BEQi, if at the same time the EQS is low, which would
in turn mean that low potency compounds would unduly influence
the EBT derivation. As the ratio of ECi/EQSi increases, the BEQi are de-
creasing, therefore an additional filtering step might be useful to ex-
clude compounds with too low bioanalytical potency to avoid skewing
the EBT towards low values. For this reason, only substances with REPi
values N0.001 were considered for the SIMONI-EBT derivation (van
der Oost et al., 2017). However, what counts is not the REPi alone but
the product of the REPi and EQSi. Previously, we had proposed to re-
move chemicals and bioassay combinations with an ECi/GVi ratio N 10
in the derivation of EBTs for Australian drinking water (Escher et al.,
2015). However, if the bioassay battery was expanded to less specific



Table 1
Overview of bioassays including proposed EBT and effect threshold (Eq. (13)). (Detailed information is given in Appendix A, Table A3).

Bioassay
categorya

Assay name Measured endpoint or molecular
target

Method reference Expression of effect
concentration

Reference chemical EC Unit of EC
and EBT

Abbreviation for
BEQ

Numerical
value of EBT

Option Effect
threshold

2 H4L1.1c4 AhR assay Activation of arylhydrocarbon
receptor (AhR)

(Brennan et al., 2015; Neale
et al., 2017b)

EC10 Benzo[a]pyrene 211 ng/L B[a]P-EQ 6.36 H 33

2 PAH-CALUX Activation of arylhydrocarbon
receptor (AhR)

(Pieterse et al., 2013) PC10 Benzo[a]pyrene 50 ng/L B[a]P-EQ 6.21 H 8.1

2 PPARγ-GeneBLAzer Activation of peroxisome
proliferator-activated receptor
(PPARγ)

(Neale et al., 2017b) EC10 Rosiglitazone 354 ng/L Rosiglita-zone-EQ 36.0 F 9.8

2 PPARy-CALUX Activation of peroxisome
proliferator-activated receptor
(PPARγ)

(Gijsbers et al., 2011) PC10 Rosglitazone 3574 ng/L Lack of sufficient single-chemical data

2 HG5LN-hPXR Activation of pregnane X receptor
(PXR)

(Lemaire et al., 2006) EC10 Di
(2-ethylhexyl)-phthalate

108 μg/L DEHP-EQ 16.3 H 6.7

2 PXR-CALUX Activation of pregnane X receptor
(PXR)

(BDS, unpublished 2017) PC10 Di
(2-ethylhexyl)-phthalate

155 μg/L DEHP-EQ 272 H 0.6

1 MELN Activation of estrogen receptor (ER) (Balaguer et al., 1999) EC10 17β-Estradiol 0.68 ng/L EEQ 0.37 G 1.9
1 ER-GeneBLAzer Activation of estrogen receptor (ER) (Rotroff et al., 2014) EC10 17β-Estradiol 3.1 ng/L EEQ 0.34 G 9.1
1 ERα-Luc-BG1 Activation of estrogen receptor (ER) (Wilson et al., 2004) EC10 17β-Estradiol 2.4 ng/L EEQ 0.62 G 3.8
1 SSTA ERα-HeLa-9903 Activation of estrogen receptor (ER) (OECD, 2015) PC10 17β-Estradiol 2.7 ng/L EEQ 1.01 G 2.7
1 ER-CALUX Activation of estrogen receptor (ER) (Sonneveld et al., 2005; van

der Burg et al., 2010)
EC10 17β-Estradiol 0.19 ng/L EEQ 0.10 G 1.9

1 A-YES Activation of estrogen receptor (ER) (Hettwer et al., 2018;
ISO/DIS19040-2, 2017)

EC10 17β-Estradiol 14 ng/L EEQ 0.56 G 25

1 3d YES Activation of estrogen receptor (ER) (Routledge and Sumpter,
1996)

EC10 17β-Estradiol 82 ng/L EEQ 0.88 G 93

1 ISO-LYES (Sumpter) Activation of estrogen receptor (ER) (ISO/DIS19040-1, 2017) EC10 17β-Estradiol 14 ng/L EEQ 0.97 G 14
1 ISO-LYES

(McDonnell)
Activation of estrogen receptor (ER) (ISO/DIS19040-1, 2017) EC10 17β-Estradiol 79 ng/L EEQ 1.07 G 74

1 EASZY
(Cyp19a1b-GFP)

Activation of estrogen receptor (ER) (Brion et al., 2012) EC50 17β-Estradiol 169 ng/L EEQ 2.15 G 78

1 REACTIV (unspiked) Estrogenic signaling (Spirhanzlova et al., 2016) EC10 17β-Estradiol 62 ng/L EEQ 0.80 G 77
1 anti ER-GeneBLAzer Antagonistic activity on the estrogen

receptor (ER)
(Huang et al., 2011) ECSR0.2 Tamoxifen 65 Not relevant because all regulated chemicals are of low potency -N

no read across possible
1 anti ERa_Luc_BG1 Antagonistic activity on the estrogen

receptor (ER)
(Huang et al., 2014) ECSR0.2 Tamoxifen 1035 Not relevant because all regulated chemicals are of low potency -N

no read across possible
1 anti A-YES Antagonistic activity on the estrogen

receptor (ER)
(Gehrmann et al., 2016) EC50 Tamoxifen 1259 Not relevant because all regulated chemicals are of low potency -N

no read across possible
1 AR-GeneBLAzer Activation of androgen receptor (AR) (Huang et al., 2011) EC10 Methyltrienolone

(R1881)
44 Not relevant because all regulated chemicals are of low potency -N

no read across possible
1 MDA-kb2 Activation of androgen receptor (AR) (Wilson et al., 2002) EC10 5α-Dihydrotestosterone

(DHT)
10 Not relevant because all regulated chemicals are of low potency -N

no read across possible
1 A-YAS Activation of androgen receptor (AR) (Gerlach et al., 2014) EC10 5α-Dihydro-testosterone

(DHT)
217 Not relevant because only two chemicals were active, which are

also estrogenic at lower concentration
1 RADAR (unspiked) Androgenic activity (Sebillot et al., 2014) EC10 17α-Methyl testosterone

(17MT)
1458 Not relevant because none of the tested chemicals were active
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Table 1 (continued)

Bioassay
categorya

Assay name Measured endpoint or molecular
target

Method reference Expression of effect
concentration

Reference chemical EC Unit of EC
and EBT

Abbreviation for
BEQ

Numerical
value of EBT

Option Effect
threshold

2 anti AR-GenBLAzer Antagonistic activity on the androgen
receptor (AR)

(Huang et al., 2011) ECSR0.2 Flutamide 152 μg/L Flutamide-EQ 3.28 H 46

2 anti MDA-kb2 Antagonistic activity on the androgen
receptor (AR)

(Wilson et al., 2002) ECSR0.2 Flutamide 57 μg/L Flutamide-EQ 3.46 H 17

2 anti AR-CALUX Antagonistic activity on the androgen
receptor (AR)

(Sonneveld et al., 2005; van
der Burg et al., 2010)

ECSR0.2 Flutamide 87 μg/L Flutamide-EQ 14.4 H 6.1

2 anti AR RADAR
(spiked)

Anti-androgenic activity (Sebillot et al., 2014) EC20 Flutamide 22 μg/L Flutamide-EQ 3.63 H 6.0

2 anti PR-CALUX antagonistic activity on the
progestogenic receptor (PR)

(Sonneveld et al., 2011) ECSR0.2 Endosulfan 64 ng/L Endosufan-EQ 1967 H b

1 GR-GeneBLAzer Activation of glucocorticoid receptor
(GR)

(Huang et al., 2011) EC10 Dexamethasone 44 Not relevant because all regulated chemicals are of low potency

2 anti GR-GeneBLAzer Antagonistic activity of glucocorticoid
receptor (GR)

(König et al., 2017) ECSR0.2 Mifepristone 29 Not relevant because all regulated chemicals are of low potency

1 TTR RLBA Competition with T4 for binding to
transthyretin (TTR)

(Hamers et al., 2006) EC50 Thyroxine 43 μg/L T4-EQ 0.06 B b

1 TTR FITC-T4 Binding to the thyroid hormone
transport proteins

(Ren and Guo, 2012) EC50 Thyroxine 78 μg/L T4-EQ 0.49 B b

1 XETA (unspiked) Modulation of thyroid hormone
signaling

(Fini et al., 2007) EC20 Triiodothyronine (T3) 1.3 ng/L T3-EQ 0.62 B b

1 anti-TR-LUC-GH3 Antagonistic activity on the thyroid
receptor (TR)

(Freitas et al., 2011) ECSR0.2 Bisphenol A 3173 μg/L BPA-EQ 0.60 B b

– Ames fluctuation test
(TA98)

Mutagenicity (+S9) (Reifferscheid et al., 2012) ECIR1.5 Benzo[a]pyrene 196 Lack of sufficient single chemical data

– Ames fluctuation test
(TA100)

Mutagenicity (+S9) (Reifferscheid et al., 2012) ECIR1.5 Benzo[a]pyrene 1062 Lack of sufficient single chemical data

2 AREc32 Induction of oxidative stress response (Escher et al., 2012) ECIR1.5 Dichlorvos 1702 μg/L Dichlorvos-EQ 156 H 10.9
2 ARE GeneBLAzer Induction of oxidative stress response (König et al., 2017) ECIR1.5 Dichlorvos 3867 μg/L Dichlorvos-EQ 392 H 9.9
2 Nrf2-CALUX Induction of oxidative stress response (van der Linden et al., 2014) ECIR1.5 Dichlorvos 880 μg/L Dichlorvos-EQ 26 H 34
2 Microtox Inhibition of bioluminescence (Escher et al., 2017) EC50 Virtual baseline toxicant 12,300 μg/L Baseline-TEQ 1264 H 9.7
2 72 h algal growth

inhibition
Growth inhibition (OECD, 1984) EC50 Diuron 29 μg/L DEQ 0.12 F 247

2 24 h synchronous
algae reproduction

Growth inhibition (Altenburger et al., 1990) EC50 Diuron 7.7 μg/L DEQ 0.11 F 70

1 Combined algae assay
(24 h–growth)

Growth inhibition (Escher et al., 2008a) EC50 Diuron 39 μg/L DEQ 0.13 F 302

1 Combined algae assay
(2 h–PSII)

Photosynthesis inhibition (Escher et al., 2008a) EC50 Diuron 4 μg/L DEQ 0.07 F 53

1 48 h daphnia
immobilization test

Immobilization (OECD, 2004) EC50 Chlorpyrifos 553 ng/L Chlorpyrifos-EQ 15 H 37

2 Fish embryo toxicity Mortality after 48 h (OECD, 2013) LC50 Bisphenol A 16,368 μg/L BPA-EQ 276 H 59
2 Fish embryo toxicity Mortality after 96/120 h (OECD, 2013) LC50 Bisphenol A 5730 μg/L BPA-EQ 183 H 31

a Bioassay category 1: responsive to defined mixtures of high-potency chemicals; category 2: bioassays responsive to many if not all chemicals (undefined mixtures).
b Too preliminary to derive final effect threshold due to lack of data.
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endpoints and given that EQSi are often orders of magnitude lower than
drinkingwater guideline values,we propose to use a threshold ECi/EQSi
N 1000 for filtering. We only explored Option B with the additional
filtering step (Option F) but other combinations are included in the
Appendix A.

Option F : EBT ¼
Xn

i¼1
BEQi

n
only for data with

ECi

EQSi
b1000 ð10Þ

If the fraction of each chemical in the mixture were known, instead
of using the mean, one could use the exposure-corrected mean by ap-
plying the fraction fi prior to summing up the contribution to the EBT
(Option G). This is not realistic for most chemical mixtures because
their mixture composition will vary between different sites and scenar-
ios but for estrogens we often observe a typical pattern and the most
potent estrogen (EE2) is always present at very low fractions (Kase et
al., 2018). Option G was proposed earlier by Jarosova et al. (2014) for
safe levels in WWTP effluents.

Option G : EBT ¼
Xn
i¼1

f i � BEQi ð11Þ

In category 2 bioassays a large number of chemicals trigger only a
small fraction of effect, which would mean that the BEQi are very low
and the EBTwould be overprotective. Therefore, wemust add amixture
factor for these bioassays (Option H). This affects those bioassayswhere
after applying the selection criterion ECi/EQSi b 1000 there remain no or
less than three chemicals. If an observed effect can be caused by many
unknown compounds, then the mixture factor is high. The choice of
the mixture factor in Eq. (12) is difficult but should be dependent on
the ECi/EQSi ratio not on the REPi. It should also take into account the
fraction of effect typically explained by known chemicals in iceberg
modeling. Our initial proposal would be to set the mixture factor to
100 for the receptor-mediated endpoints and 1000 for the adaptive
stress responses. For the apical endpoints it will be a case-by-case deci-
sion that is discussed in more detail below.

Option H : EBT ¼ mixture factor �
Xn

i¼1
BEQi

n
ð12Þ

For some relevant biological endpoints there exists a multitude of
different bioassays. This is the case for activation of the ER. Therefore, al-
ternatively to deriving each EBT for each assay for a given biological
endpoint, one could also define an average generic EBT per endpoint
and adjust this value with a bioassay-specific sensitivity factor. This op-
tion is not pursued any further here but could well be applicable to the
estrogenicity assays, eleven of which were included here.

As EBT-BEQs cannot be directly compared between the bioassays in-
dicative of different endpoints due to different reference compounds,
we also derived an effect threshold with Eq. (13) using the EBT-BEQ
and the EC value of the assay reference compound. The effect threshold
is the REF of the water samples above whichwe can expect effects (10%
for EC10, induction ratio of 1.5 for ECIR1.5, 80% for PC80 etc.) in the bioas-
say.

effect threshold ¼ ECreference compound

EBT−BEQ
ð13Þ

2.7. Data collection of environmental quality standards

Freshwater AA-EQS from the EUDirective 2013/39/EU and proposed
freshwater AA-EQS from the Centre for Applied Ecotoxicology, Switzer-
land, were collected for 100 chemicals using the ETOX database (ETOX,
2017) (Table A1). AA-EQS values from the EU Directive were prioritized
above those from the Centre for Applied Ecotoxicology, Switzerland, if
AA-EQS were available in both for a particular chemical. There were
no EU Directive or Centre for Applied Ecotoxicology AA-EQS available
for two of the chemicals, which appeared to be of high environmental
relevance, triclosan and triphenyl phosphate, so AA-EQS proposed by
the Umweltbundesamt, Germany, were used. The results from the
ETOX database for the studied chemicals can be found in the Supple-
mentary Information, Table A2.

To ensure that the selected POD was protective for both, environ-
mental and human health, we compared a common list of 21 EQS-
values and WHO drinking water GVs (WHO, 2011) and in all cases the
EQS was more protective (Table A1).

2.8. Data collection of effect data from bioassays

Effect data for the studied chemicals were collected from the peer-
reviewed literature or the US EPA ToxCast database (U.S. EPA, 2015)
and the BDS database (P. Behnisch, unpublished) and are listed in the
Appendix A, Tables A4–A51. Effect data were reported as EC10, PC10

(Kunz et al., 2017), EC50 or PC50 for assays where a maximum effect
was reached (e.g. receptor mediated effects, apical effects). Effect data
for assays run in antagonistmodewere reported as the effect concentra-
tion causing a suppression ratio of 0.2 (ECSR0.2) (Escher et al., 2014) or
20% suppression of the agonist effect, PC80. For assays where no maxi-
mum effect could be reached, such as adaptive stress response assays,
the effect data were reported as ECIR1.5 (Escher et al., 2014). The same
effect endpoint andmeasure (10%, 50%, etc.)was used for each bioassay.
For example, if the available effect data for a particular assay were re-
ported in some cases as EC10 and in others as EC50, then the EC50 values
were converted to EC10 by assuming a slope of 1. If multiple EC values
were available for the same chemical in an assay, then the arithmetic
mean was used after outlier analysis.

Effect data in the US EPA ToxCast database are provided as the 50%
activity concentration (AC50). AC50 were converted to either EC10 absolute

or ECSR0.2 absolute as previously discussed in Neale et al. (2017a). Raw
fluorescence data were collected from the ToxCast MySQL database
and re-evaluated using linear concentration-effect curves to determine
ECIR1.5 for the ARE GeneBLAzer assay.

2.9. Data collection of effect data from case studies with wastewater and
surface water

Case studies that applied bioassays to water extracts were collected
from the peer-reviewed literature. Studies were included that reported
effects either in EC values in units of REF (Brion et al., 2012; Escher et al.,
2017; Escher et al., 2014; Escher et al., 2012; Gerlach et al., 2014; ISO/
DIS19040-2, 2017; König et al., 2017; Neale et al., 2015; Neale et al.,
2017a; OECD, 2015; Schmitt et al., 2012; U.S. EPA, 2015) or BEQs
(Creusot et al., 2010; Gehrmann et al., 2016; Itzel et al., 2017; Leusch
et al., 2017; Tousova et al., 2017). If another reference compound was
used, the BEQ for the literature's reference compound was translated
into the BEQ with the reference compound used here by the ratio of
their EC values.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. The big picture

Table 1 provides a summary of the recommended option for EBT-
BEQ derivation for all assays and in Appendix A, Table A3, one can find
the numerical values for all options in more detail.

Option A, which sums up all available BEQ, is strongly dependent on
the number of chemicals included. Since the number of chemicals in-
cluded is dependent on the data availability, it is not a robust approach
to derive EBTs even if it were compliant with single chemical EQS.
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Legally all chemicals can be present just below the EQSi but if therewere
many components they may act together to cause a measurable effect
(something-from-nothing effect). However, since the EQS is likely to
be no more than 100 to 1000 times lower than the NOEC and LC50

used to derive them, this would mean in turn that 100 chemicals pres-
ent at their (accepted) EQS may be lethal to an organism. Therefore,
summing up BEQi is not protective and was not further considered.

Option B leads to EBT values that appear reasonable at first sight
but the question is if filtering the data were important (Option F).
If both high and low potency compounds were present simulta-
neously, the low potency compounds that have associated low BEQ
reduced the EBT to unrealistically low levels (Table A3). In these
cases, it was imperative that the filtering step was applied. In other
cases, where all chemicals have similar relative potency, filtering
would not be necessary. By implementing the filtering step in all
cases there is no harm done and the advantage is that there is no de-
cision point necessary but the algorithm can be automatically run.
Thus, no decisions are needed on which data to include and whether
or not to apply the filtering step. Often Option B and F yielded similar
EBT values if compounds of similar potency were present and in the
individual sections belowwewill further explore Option B vs. Option
F for each bioassay.

Option C is equivalent to a log-normal distribution of the BEQi. The
resulting EBTs were much lower than those from Option A and B
(Table A3), which is caused by the fact that the considered BEQs cover
several orders of magnitude. The mean BEQ is influenced more by the
higher values, while for logBEQ lower values have more impact on the
mean. The differences are less pronounced for the filtered data that
cover fewer orders of magnitude. Overall there appears to be no benefit
in Option C and it was not further pursued.

Option D applies an extrapolation factor, which is equivalent to in-
cluding more low-potency chemicals in the derivation of EBTs because
it also reduces the EBT (Table A3). Adding an extrapolation factor
would be comparable to expanding the filtering band in Option F. We
have not included Option D in further discussion because the choice of
the extrapolation factor would need to be justified and we tried to
limit the number of decisions, to make the derivation as neutral and
as data-driven as possible.

Option E, using the minimum BEQ, which had been a useful ap-
proach for estrogenicity assays when only the high-potency natural
hormones were included, is very dependent on the choice of the com-
pounds included and will be driven by low-potency compounds as is
shown in Table A3. Hence, this option is not suitable andwas not further
considered.

Option F will be equivalent to Option B if the range of ECi/EQSi was
fairly narrow and only high-potency compounds are included that ex-
hibit the MOA of the given bioassay. However, in practice there were
many high ECi/EQSi ratios (Tables A4–A51), which makes the filtering
step imperative.

All of the options A to F were applied to category 1 bioassays, and
Option F specifically for estrogenicity assays. However, for category 2
bioassays, we saw large ECi/EQSi ratios and a large spread of these ratios
and therefore Option H, which is based on Option B with a mixture fac-
tor, is warranted. The choice of the mixture factor is dependent on
whether a bioassay leans towards category 1 or 2, which will be
discussed below.
3.2. EBTs for bioassays indicative of activation of metabolism

Activation of metabolism is not an adverse effect per se, but it
indicates the presence of bioactive chemicals in a water sample. In
particular, the arylhydrocarbon receptor (AhR), peroxisome proliferator
activated receptor (PPARγ) and pregnane X receptor (PXR) are
activated by many WWTP and surface water samples (Escher et al.,
2014).
3.2.1. Arylhydrocarbon receptor AhR
For activation of the AhR the dioxin 2,3,4,7-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-di-

oxin (TCDD) is typically used as a reference compound. TCDD is not in-
cluded in the list of PODs, thereforewe selected benzo[a]pyrene (B[a]P)
as the reference compound because polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
(PAH) are also known activators of AhR, although they do not lead to
the same toxic syndrome as dioxin-like chemicals. However, for the ap-
plication as a monitoring tool, the ability to activate the receptor is suf-
ficient, not the final adverse effect. There exists a multitude of AhR
reporter gene assays with variable sensitivity (Ghorbanzadeh et al.,
2014). A human liver cell line was selected for the Tox21 database (He
et al., 2011) but nowadays there are even more sensitive AhR cell
lines available (Brennan et al., 2015), one of which (H4L1.1c4 (rat),
Table A4) was also recently tested for single chemicals and water qual-
ity (Neale et al., 2017b). The H4L1.1c4 AhR assay (Brennan et al., 2015)
was about three orders of magnitude more responsive towards PAHs
with an EC10 of 8.4 ∙ 10−10 M for B[a]P (Neale et al., 2017b) in compari-
son to 4.6 ∙ 10−7 M in ToxCast. Thus, it is suitable for our application be-
cause only PAHs are included in theWFD, not polychlorinated biphenyls
(PCB) or dioxins. We also included the PAH-CALUX assay (Table A5),
which targets specifically PAHs as activators of the AhR, with an expo-
sure time of only 4 h and an EC10 of B[a]P of 2 ∙ 10−10 M (Pieterse et
al., 2013).

For the H4L1.1c4 AhR assay (Brennan et al., 2015) the EBT-B[a]P-EQ
was 64 pgB[a]P/L before filtering based on only four chemicals, with fil-
tering removing all chemicals. PAH-CALUX was a similar case with an
EBT-B[a]P-EQ of 62 pgB[a]P/L based on three chemicals with Option B.
The fact that all chemicals arefiltered outwas consistentwith the obser-
vation by iceberg modeling indicating that known chemicals can ex-
plain only a fraction of effects in water samples. Hence, we needed to
invoke a mixture factor in the derivation of the EBT for this endpoint.
A mixture factor of 100 appears appropriate given that the EC10/EQS
ranged from below 1000 to over 10,000, i.e. are smaller than for the
adaptive stress responses and cytotoxicity endpoints. The resulting
EBT-B[a]P-EQ was 6.4 ngB[a]P/L for H4L1.1c4 AhR assay and 6.2 ngB[a]P/
L for PAH-CALUX (Table 1).

The EBT values for AhR activity were approximately twenty times
lower than the SIMONI-EBTs for DR- and PAH-CALUX of 150 ngB[a]P/L
B[a]P-EQ (van der Oost et al., 2017). More experimental data on single
chemicals would be required to refine the mixture factor, which
would possibly then also improve the comparability with the SIMONI-
EBTs.

The AhR is an interesting case because to our knowledge, there are
hardly ever three order of magnitude differences in the EC of reference
compounds between different reporter gene constructs. But the present
analysis demonstrates that despite this large difference and the little
overlap in the chemicals with available EC10 values, our unbiased
method yields fairly robust and comparable EBTs.

3.2.2. Peroxisome proliferator activated receptor PPARγ
The only common tested compound between PPARγ-GeneBLAzer

(Table A6) and PPARγ-CALUX (Table A7)was diclofenac. Itwas not pos-
sible to derive a robust EBTwith the available literature data for PPARγ-
GeneBLAzer. After filtering we were left with three chemicals, but
diclofenac was filtered out. Therefore, we had to use rosiglitazone as
the reference compound. The resulting EBT-rosiglitazone-EQ was 36
ngrosiglitazone/L for PPARγ-GeneBLAzer but this value is highly uncertain
because it was based on only three chemicals. The corresponding effect
threshold is a REF of 10 (Table 1).

There were only two EC10 values for PPARγ-CALUX, and all had EC/
EQS ratios above 1000 and were removed in the filtering step. We
could not yet define an EBT for PPARγ-CALUX. It is interesting to note
that the EC10 for the reference compound rosiglitazone is ten times
lower for PPARγ-GeneBLAzer (EC10 of 9.9 ∙ 10−10 M) than for PPARγ-
CALUX (10−8 M) indicating an inherent difference in responsiveness
of the two reporter gene cell lines.
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We can also not conclude if a mixture factor should be included.
Overall more experience must be gained about what types of water-
borne contaminants activate PPARγ before a final EBT for PPARγ-
GeneBLAzer and PPARγ-CALUX can be recommended.

The SIMONI EBT derived for PPARγ-CALUX was 10 ngrosiglitazone/L
rosiglitazone-EQ, which corresponded very well to the EBT derived
here from a fairly weak database.

3.2.3. Pregnane X receptor PXR
The availability of single chemical data for HG5LN-hPXR (26

chemicals, Table A8) and PXR-CALUX (13 chemicals, Table A9) was ex-
cellent. As none of the typical reference compounds have assigned EQS
values, di(2-ethylhexyl)-phthalate (DEHP) was chosen as the reference
chemical because there was data available for both PXR cell lines. DEHP
had a fairly high REPi in relation to the typically used reference com-
pound nicardipine with REPi 0.16 for PXR-CALUX and 0.23 for HG5LN-
hPXR andwas therefore deemed suitable to serve as the reference com-
pound. Unfortunately, after filtering, only 4 out of 26 and 6 out of 13
chemicals were left for HG5LN-hPXR and PXR-CALUX, respectively.
We know also from the icebergmodeling that b0.1% of BEQ could be ex-
plained by analyzed chemicals (Neale et al., 2015), therefore it is neces-
sary to invoke a mixture factor of at least 100 to account for mixture
effects. The resulting EBT-DEHP-EQ were 16 μgDEHP/L for HG5LN-hPXR
and 272 μgDEHP/L for PXR-CALUX (Table 1).

The SIMONI EBT for PXR CALUXwas based on nicarpidine as the ref-
erence compound (3 μgnicardipine/L, equivalent to 15 μgDEHP/L). The
SIMONI-EBTs PXR and PPAR were mainly based upon background
BEQs that exceeded the HC5 BEQs. Therefore, these EBTs are used to in-
dicate non-specific chemical stresses, which is consistent with the ap-
plication of a mixture factor.

3.3. EBTs for hormonal effects

3.3.1. EBTs covering bioassays for estrogenic effects
Estrogenicity provides a good testing ground for exploring the vari-

ous options for EBT derivation because the effect is relevant for surface
water, there is rich data available and the research community has been
very active and proposed various EBTs against which the new algorithm
can be tested. It must be kept in mind, though, that we know much
more about estrogenicity than other biological effects and the algorithm
will not make use of all of that knowledge but is the common denomi-
nator for data rich and data poor chemicals and bioassays. Eleven differ-
ent ER assays were included (Table 1), nine of which were ER reporter
gene assays, and two were using transgenic fish embryos targeting aro-
matase activity and estrogen axis activity (Brion et al., 2012;
Spirhanzlova et al., 2016).

As the list of EC values contains, both, high and low-potency com-
pounds, i.e., hormones and xenoestrogens, there is a large difference
in the proposed EBT between Option B and F (Table A3). When Option
B was applied, the EBT-EEQs for the various estrogenicity assays varied
from 0.02 ngE2/L for ER-CALUX to 0.50 ngE2/L for SSTA ERα-HeLa-9903.
Part of this variability is likely to be causedby true bioassay-specific sen-
sitivity but also by the fact that the derivation was based on different
chemicals.

Filtering (Option F) reduced the number of included chemicals to 3
to 11, depending on the bioassay (Tables A10 to A18) but the inclusion
of high-potency hormones and low-potency xenoestrogens led to quite
variable EBT-EEQs. For the ER-CALUX 11 chemicals remained after fil-
tering and the EBT hardly changed from option B (i.e. 0.02 ngE2/L) to
0.05 ngE2/L, while for others the filtering step excluded many more
chemicals including EE2 in case of ISO-LYES (McDonnell) which in-
creased the EBT-EEQ N50-fold.

Option G was applied with experimental fractions of 11% estradiol
(E2), 9% ethinylestradiol (EE2) and 80% estrone (E1) derived from ex-
perimental observations of 33 wastewater and surface water samples
across a wide geographic distribution in Europe (Kase et al., 2018).
Option G resulted in EBT-EEQ ranging from 0.10 ngE2/L (ER-CALUX) to
1.07 ngE2/L (ISO-LYES (McDonnell)). The assays for estrogenicity are a
somewhat specific case because EE2 is such a highly potent compound
and always present at much lower concentrations in surface water,
which makes option G necessary.

Jarosova et al. (2014) also derived bioassay-specific EBT-EEQ rang-
ing from 0.1 to 0.4 ngE2/L, while van der Oost et al. (2017) proposed
an ER-CALUX specific EBT-EEQ of 0.5 ngE2/L, derived from responses of
seven substances with REP N0.001 in ER-CALUX. Another proposal for
EBT-EEQs assumed a fixed, bioassay-independent value of 0.4 to
0.5ngE2/L (Kunz et al., 2017). The generic (bioassay-independent) EBT
was directly derived from estradiol without anymixture considerations
(Kunz et al., 2017). As the responsiveness of the nine reporter gene as-
says varies by a factor up to ten, one common EBT-EEQ would lead to
disfavoring the more responsive bioassays. Also, the reality is that the
EEQ of effects of one water sample are dependent on the applied bioas-
says (see Chapter 3.7).

The EASZY assay that applies transgenic (cyp19a1b-GFP) zebrafish
embryos had an EBT-EEQ of 2.15 ngE2/L but has the advantage that it
is an in vivo endpoint taking into account the pharmacodynamics of
compounds acting either directly or indirectly with the ER-regulated
cyp19a1b gene (Brion et al., 2012). It also provides a true brain-specific
response of fish exposed to estrogens, thus adding additional toxicolog-
ical relevance to the EBT-EEQ.

The REACTIV assay using chgh-gfp transgenic medaka embryos in
the presence or absence of testosterone is also an in vivo assay and is ca-
pable of capturing modulations in estrogen axis activity and alterations
in steroidogenesis, in particular aromatase and 5α-reductase activity.
The EBT-EEQ of 0.80 ngE2/L for the REACTIV assay shows high consis-
tency with the other assays.

The antagonistic mode of the estrogenicity assays (Tables A21–A23)
is not relevant because all regulated chemicals were of low potency and
manywere also acting as agonists. Since antagonistic ER effects are rare
in surface water, no EBT for anti-ER was derived.

3.3.2. EBTs for effects on the androgen receptor
For AR, the agonistmode is not relevant formost surfacewaters, as is

also reflected in the low potency of the regulated chemicals (Tables
A24–A27). Here antagonistic effects were frequently observed in sur-
face water and EBTs were derived only for the anti AR.

The anti AR-GeneBLAzer, anti MDA-kb2, anti AR CALUX and anti AR
RADAR (spiked) had 16, 18, 25 and 3 data points before and 2, 3, 4 and 2
after filtering, respectively (Tables A28–A31). This indicates that many
chemicals have a fairly low specificity in the anti-androgenic assays. It
is also possible that some of the relatively high anti-androgenicity ob-
servedmight be due to cytotoxicity artifacts. In assays run in the agonis-
tic mode 10% cytotoxicity is typically used as the cytotoxicity cut-off,
where inducing effects are considered invalid. For the bioassay run in
antagonistic mode, cytotoxicity cannot be differentiated from antago-
nism; therefore, the cytotoxicity cut-off would have to be much stricter
than for bioassays run in the agonistic mode, which is not yet common
practice. Therefore, we had to use a mixture factor of 100 on top of Op-
tion B to accommodate the low specificity of the response. The resulting
EBT-Flutamide-EQwith flutamide as the reference compoundwere 3.3
μgflutamide/L for anti AR-GeneBLAzer, 3.5 μgflutamide/L for anti MDA-kb2,
14.4 μgflutamide/L for the anti AR CALUX and 3.6 μgflutamide/L for the anti
AR RADAR (spiked). Flutamide is not an ideal reference compound. It
would be desirable to take a reference compound from the list of EQS
but as of now, there are no EQS defined for potent AR antagonist
chemicals.

With the SIMONI approach, an EBT-flutamide-EQ of 25 μgflutamide/L
was derived for the anti-AR CALUX (van der Oost et al., 2017) which is
less than a factor of two from our independent derivation. The SIMONI
EBT for AR inhibition was mainly based on the background BEQ in
order to avoid major EBT exceedances at relatively unpolluted sites.
High background BEQs (exceeding HC5 BEQs) were typically observed
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for the more promiscuous endpoints, such as anti AR, but also for PXR
and oxidative stress (vanderOost et al., 2017). This supports ourfinding
that a mixture factor is needed to derive the EBT-flutamide-EQ because
of the lack of specificity.

We suggest deeper research into themechanisms of antagonistic ef-
fects on the AR by environmental samples and appropriate quality con-
trol of testing. It must be shown that the effects are true competitive
antagonism and not just non-specific suppression of the AR signal be-
fore an EBT for anti-AR can be adopted.

3.3.3. EBTs for effects on the progesterone receptor
The activation of PR has not been observed in surfacewater but 28 of

the chemicals with an EQS showed an antagonistic effect on PR in the
anti PR-CALUX (Table A32). However, after filtering only two chemicals
remained, pointing to a similar case as the anti AR where a mixture fac-
tor of 100 had to be applied. The resulting EBT-endosulfan-EQ of 1.97
μgendosulfan/L has to be treatedwith caution and is too preliminary to de-
rive a final effect threshold (Table 1).

3.3.4. EBTs for effects on the glucocorticoid receptor
The activation of GR and the antagonistic effect in the presence of a

GR agonist, e.g., dexamethasone is an important effect observed regu-
larly in wastewater and surface waters (Van der Linden et al., 2008)
but no EBT could be derived because there were no single chemical
EQS data available for GR-CALUX (Peter Behnisch, unpublished, 2017)
and all regulated chemicals were of low potency in the GR-GeneBLAzer
(REP 2 ∙ 10−4 to 4 ∙ 10−6 in relation to dexamethasone, Table A33) and
the anti GR-GeneBLAzer (REP 3 ∙ 10−4 to 7 ∙ 10−6 in relation tomifepris-
tone, Table A34), which would lead to exceedingly low EBT-BEQs.
Therefore, further investigations are needed to identify and add these
not yet included chemicals and pharmaceuticals in future water quality
research.

A SIMONI-EBT of 100 ngdexamethasone/L DEXA-EQ was derived for the
GR-CALUX (van der Oost et al., 2017), which had a fairly good discrim-
inatory power to differentiate between wastewater (11–243
ngdexamethasone/L DEXA-EQ) and surface waters (0.39–1.3
ngdexamethasone/L DEXA-EQ) (Van der Linden et al., 2008).

3.3.5. EBTs for thyroid hormone-related effects
Environmental contaminants can disrupt the thyroid axis via a range

of mechanisms, including altered thyroid hormone (TH) biosynthesis,
secretion, plasmatic transport, binding to TH membrane transporters,
TH metabolism, excretion and TR activation or inhibition (Wegner et
al., 2016). A battery of in vitro bioassays and/or in vivowhole-organism
bioassays is therefore required to cover all the potentialMOAsof thyroid
disrupters (Leusch et al., 2018).

The TTR-binding assay is an in vitro binding assay to measure a
compound's potency to compete with thyroid hormone thyroxine
(T4) or triiodothyronine (T3) for binding to its plasma transporter pro-
tein transthyretin (TTR). The TTR-radioligand binding assay (RLBA) is
very sensitive to halogenated phenols (Hamers et al., 2006). In practice,
one of the main routes of exposure to such compounds is via metabo-
lism and therefore the test run in presence of S9 would be potentially
a more environmentally relevant measure of the TTR-binding activity.
Ren and Guo (2012) developed a fluorescent variant of the TTR-binding
assay, inwhich TTR is simultaneously incubatedwith thyroxine coupled
to afluorescent probe (FITC-T4) and the test compound. This variant has
recently been applied to water samples (Leusch et al., 2018). Here we
used as an example only TTR-binding data without S9 addition, which
may be an underestimation of potential effects after metabolic activa-
tion. A preliminary EBT of 0.06 μgT4/L thyroxine (T4)-EQ was derived
from four available EC values with Option B for the classic TTR-RLBA,
though filtering was not possible as it would have reduced the number
of active chemicals to one (Table A35). For the TTR (FITC-T4)we derived
a preliminary EBT-T4EQ of 0.49 μgT4/L from only four EC values, which
also went down to one after the filtering step (Table A36). EQS values
are derived for parent compounds, whereas many TTR-binding com-
pounds are only active after metabolism. This requires either a transla-
tion of the EQS value into EQS values of the corresponding metabolite
profile using REPi values for each metabolite (i), or the inclusion of a
standardized biotransformation step in the bioassay protocol. In princi-
ple, the EBT derivationwill alsoworkwith the assay run in the presence
of S9 as long as in one EBT derivation all data are of the same sort and EC
values with and without S9 are not mixed.

The Xenopus Embryonic Thyroid Assay (XETA) has been applied to
environmental chemicals and water samples for ten years (Castillo et
al., 2013; Fini et al., 2017; Leusch et al., 2018; Spirhanzlova et al.,
2017; Valitalo et al., 2017). This short term in vivo assay, currently
under validation by the OECD to become an OECD test guideline, uses
transgenic xenopus embryos expressing GFP under the control of thy-
roid signaling. Any event leading to thyroid disruption causes an in-
crease or a decrease in fluorescence. The test is run in two modes:
unspiked and spiked. In spiked mode, T3 is added to reveal chemicals
acting on the transport, metabolism or excretion of thyroid hormones
or antagonizing the thyroid receptor. Various chemicals commonly
found in surface water andwastewater, such as bisphenol A, diclofenac,
metoprolol and perfluorooctanoic acid were active in the XETA in
unspiked mode (Neale et al., 2017b). From six EC20 values we derived
an EBT-T3EQ of 0.62 ngT3/Lwith Option B (Table A37). Filtering reduced
the data set to one chemical and as we have no information on mixture
interactions, we could not further refine the EBT.

The antagonistic effect on TR was assessed with the anti TR-LUC-
GH3 assay. Twenty-seven chemicals were active according to the
ToxCast Database (https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard/) but all appear
to act fairly non-specifically and only onewas left after the filtering step
(Table A38). This is an indication that the assay is not sensitive enough
to detect the chemicals at their EQS values.

Overall, the thyroid response is important for water quality assess-
ment, butmorework is required to understandmixture interactions, in-
corporate metabolic activation in the assays and define robust EBT and
associated effect thresholds.

3.4. Bioassays for genotoxicity

The Ames test is a popular mutagenicity and genotoxicity assays for
chemicals but they have rarely been used for water quality monitoring
in conjunctionwith SPE extracts.We included two popular Ames strains
TA98 and TA100 but only two of the tested chemicals were active in
each strain (Tables A39–40). Many aquatic micropollutants are only
genotoxic after metabolic activation, therefore we recommend a similar
approach as for the TTR binding assays where the bioassay should be
run in the presence of rat liver S9 and the EBTs would then be derived
for the assay with S9 (e.g., p53-CALUX (van der Linden et al., 2014)).

3.5. Bioassays for adaptive stress response

The oxidative stress response is the most prominent of all adaptive
stress responses observable in surface water (Escher et al., 2014). Di-
chlorvoswas used as the reference compound, though B[a]P ismore po-
tent but the latter is more bound to particulate matter that freely
dissolved in the water phase. The less hydrophobic dichlorvos, which
is still the most potent among the freely dissolved chemicals triggering
oxidative stress, was therefore preferred as the reference chemical se-
lected from the chemicals that had an overlap between EQS and EC.
Eleven chemicals were active in AREc32, 24 in ARE GeneBLAzer and 7
in Nrf2-CALUX but after filtering none were left in any of these ARE as-
says (Tables A41–43). This is no surprise as it is well established that
many chemicals activate the oxidative stress response and most of
them have a rather low REPi and can explain only a small fraction of ob-
served effects in water samples (Escher et al., 2013).

Accordingly, a mixture factor of 1000 was applied, resulting in an
EBT-dichlorvos-EQ of 156 μgdichlorvos/L for AREc32, 392 μgdichlorvos/L for

https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard
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ARE-GeneBLAzer and 26 μgdichlorvos/L for Nrf2-CALUX (Table 1). The
great similarity between the EBTs for the three different reporter gene
constructs and cell lines indicates the robustness of the approach.

The proposed SIMONI-EBT for Nrf2-CALUX of 10 μgcurcumin/L trans-
lated to 6.2 μgdichlorvos/L (van der Oost et al., 2017) is six times lower
than the EBT derived in the present study. The SIMONI-EBT was mainly
based on the background BEQ of 2.7 μgdichlorvos/L.

An EBT based on a measured effect of a REF of 6 was proposed for
AREc32 applied to recycled water and drinking water (Escher et al.,
2013). This means that a water sample that was enriched 6 times and
showed an effect causing an induction ratio of 1.5 or less would be com-
pliant. This value compares well with the effect thresholds of the pres-
ent method ranging from 10 to 34 REF (Table 1).

3.6. Whole-organism in vivo bioassays: EBTs meet whole-effluent testing
(WET)

Themethod for derivation of EBT can be extendedwithout problems
to whole organism bioassays. Here discussions focus on how to include
the mixture considerations. Whole organisms respond to all chemicals
present in water they are sensitive to and therefore mixture consider-
ations are warranted. However, some groups of chemicals may domi-
nate the mixture toxicity in specifically susceptible organisms, e.g.
herbicides in algae and insecticides in water flea.

Whole effluent toxicity testing is used in many countries to define
emission limits of liquid waste streams (den Besten et al., 2005). In
the German Wastewater Ordinance, lowest ineffective dilution (LID) is
defined for industrial wastewater permits. The LID for direct discharge
to receivingwaters is 32 for the bacterialMicrotox assay (corresponding
to 3.1% wastewater), 16 (6.2% wastewater) for algal toxicity, 8 (12.5%
wastewater) for Daphnia magna and 2 (50% wastewater) for the fish
embryo toxicity (FET) assay (Gartiser et al., 2009). We can compare
the effect threshold with the acceptable emissions if we convert LID to
units of REF (REF = 1/LID) and assume that the dilution of directly
dischargedwastewaterwould be onehundred-fold. Note that especially
if wastewater effluent goes into any smaller streams or in dryer seasons,
thedilution factor in the streams is significantly less than 100 and can be
commonly around 10 or even less. The resulting safe enrichment factor
in the river 100 × ECLID is within a factor 2 to 8 from the effect threshold
derived with Eq. (13) from the EBTs, which is a good agreement (Table
2). This demonstrates that the effect thresholds derived here are indeed
consistent with the Wastewater Ordinance.

However, it must be noted that there is a substantial difference be-
tween whole effluent testing and bioanalytical assessment of organic
micropollutants extracted from water samples. The derived EBTs hold
only for mixtures of organic micropollutants, hence they cannot be ap-
plied to whole effluent toxicity testing results in case some other com-
ponents (metals, inorganics, DOC) are actually the causative agent in
the whole water sample.
Table 2
Comparison of lowest ineffective dilution (LID) of wastewater and derived EBTs for apical end

Wastewater Surface wat

LID ECLID (REF)a 100 × ECLID

Microtox 32 0.031 3.1

Algae 16 0.063 6.3

Daphnia 8 0.125 13

FET 2 0.5 50

a ECLID (REF)= 1/LID.
b ECLID ×100 for one hundred-fold dilution of wastewater in surface water.
c Effect threshold of REF 247 for the 72 h algal growth inhibition, 70 for 24 h synchronous alga

algae assay (2 h–PSII inhibition).
3.6.1. Bacterial assays: Microtox
One can dispute if it is reasonable to derive EBTs for assays such as

the Microtox assay that reacts to most chemicals but most act as base-
line toxicants in this assay (Escher et al., 2017). If we did it as part of
this exercise, and assumed a mixture factor of 10,000, because all
chemicals are active in the Microtox assay and all chemicals with EQS
are of low potency and therefore were removed in the filtering step
(Table A44), then we obtained an EBT-baseline-TEQ of 1.26 mg/L. The
mixture factor stems from the low fraction of explained chemicals in
iceberg modeling (Tang et al., 2013). Note that the baseline-TEQ does
not refer to a specific reference compound (because all baseline toxi-
cants are intrinsically equipotent) but to a virtual baseline toxicant,
which is a generic compound of a molecular weight of 300 g/mol and
a logKow of 3 (Escher et al., 2008a). The associated effect threshold is a
REF of 9.7 (Table 1).

An EBT based on measured effect of a REF of 3 was proposed for
recycled water and drinking water (Escher et al., 2013). The proposed
SIMONI-EBT for Microtox and other apical bioassays for surface water
is a REF of 20, based upon an acute-to-chronic conversion of 10 and an
estimated 50% concentration recovery (van der Oost et al., 2017). This
means thatwater samples thatwere enriched 3 or 20 times and showed
an effect of 50% or less would be compliant. Both thresholds are consis-
tent with our new approach for derivation of EBT, which is a further
confirmation of the robustness of the approach and the need to apply
a mixture factor in the read across method.

3.6.2. Algal toxicity
Although algal toxicity is an apical endpoint and, as such, responsive

to all chemicals the test organisms are sensitive to, our previous work
has shown that in surfacewater and even inwastewater, the highly spe-
cifically acting herbicides dominate themixture toxicity and the contri-
bution of non-specifically acting compounds can be neglected.
Accordingly, there was no need to invoke a mixture factor and filtering
hardly reduced the number of included chemicals (Tables A45–48).

The 72 h growth rate inhibition test with Desmodesmus subspicatus
according to the OECD guideline (OECD, 1984) had an EBT expressed
as diuron equivalent concentrations, EBT-DEQ, of 0.12 μgdiuron/L (Table
A46). For the large-volume 24 h synchronized algae reproduction
assaywith Scenedesmus subspicatus the EBT-DEQ derivedwithout filter-
ing was 0.08 μgdiuron/L and after reducing the number of eligible
chemicals from 16 to 12 in the filtering step, the EBT-DEQ was 0.11
μgdiuron/L (Table A47). The microtiter plate-based combined algal
assay had 12 EC data entries and filtering was not necessary. The
resulting EBT-DEQ were 0.13 μgdiuron/L for the 24 h growth inhibition
endpoint and 0.07 μgdiuron/L for the photosynthesis inhibition endpoint
(Tables A47–48).

The EQS for the single chemical diuron is 0.07 μgdiuron/L proposed by
the Swiss Ecotox Centre (Ecotox Centre, 2016) and 0.2 μgdiuron/L in the
WFD. Previous proposals for EBTs for algal toxicity have proposed to
points.

er

(REF)b Effect threshold (REF) EBT-BEQ

10 Baseline-TEQ
1.2 mg/L

53–302c DEQ
0.07–0.13 μgdiuron/L

37 Chlorpyrifos-EQ
15 μgchlorpyrifos/L

31 BPA-EQ
183 μgBPA/L

e reproduction, 302 for 24 h combined algae assay (growth) and 53 for the 24 h combined
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read across from diuron (Kienle et al., 2015), which indeed in this case
would have been very well possible. While the one-to-one read across
appears toworkwell for herbicides,we cannot assume that all bioassays
are that straightforward or the choice of the reference compound is as
evident. Therefore, we still propose to use the general algorithm for
the derivation of the EBT for algal toxicity. Compliancewith theWFD di-
uron-EQS might be a reason to adjust the proposed SIMONI-EBT for
algal growth inhibition from 0.05 to 0.025 TU, i.e., 0.19 μgdiuron/L DEQ
(van der Oost et al., unpublished, 2017).

3.6.3. Acute toxicity towards Daphnia magna
While insecticides typically dominate the acute toxicity (48 h immo-

bilization, (OECD, 2004)) towards Daphnia magna, there are other non-
insecticidal active chemicals that were not filtered out, e.g. anthracene,
DEET and EDTA (Table A49). Due to those lower potency chemicals, it
becomes necessary to apply a mixture factor of 10 to account for both,
potent and weakly acting, chemicals. We used chlorpyrifos as the refer-
ence chemical and the EBT-chlorpyrifos-EQ was 15 μgchorpyrifos/L with
an associated effect threshold of 37 (Table 1).

For the SIMONI strategy an EBT of 0.05 TU was proposed for the
Daphnia magna immobilization assay, i.e. an EC50 at REF 20 (van der
Oost et al., 2017), which is within a factor of two of our proposal.

3.6.4. Fish embryo toxicity
As the mixture toxicity of water samples in the FET were typically

not dominated by individual chemicals and iceberg modeling
established a large gap between effects triggered by typically quantified
chemicals and unknown chemicals (Neale et al., 2015), we applied a
mixture factor of 100. The chosen reference chemical was bisphenol A
(BPA) and the resulting EBT-BPA-EQ was 276 μgBPA/L for mortality
after 48 h and 183 μgBPA/L for mortality after 96/120 h (Tables 50 and
51), equating to an associated effect threshold of 59 and 31, respectively
(Table 1).

3.7. Application of EBT for assessing environmental samples

We applied the newly derived EBT-BEQ to case studies from the lit-
erature. Details are given in Appendix B. We included studies that had
information on wastewater treatment and on surface water. All studies
used SPE to enrich the water samples and remove matrix components,
such inorganics, metals and salts, and reduce natural organic matter
(Neale and Escher, 2014). The EBTs cannot be applied for effect data
from direct testing of water because theywere derived from read across
from EQS of organic chemicals and cannot account for matrix effects.
SPE typically has a good recovery for effects for diverse SPE materials
(Neale et al., 2018) and therefore SPE-extracted samples are the choice
if one is interested in the organic pollutants.

The goal of the comparison of EBT with water quality case studies
was to assess if the EBTs have some relationship with water quality. Of
course, this analysis is limited in two ways: first, the EBTs are prelimi-
nary due to insufficient data for a robust derivation and, second, a dis-
crimination between wastewater and surface water is not necessarily
expected as there is surface water that has low quality and there are
WWTP that treatwater to extremely high qualities. Hence, this compar-
ison is rather to find out if the newly derived EBTs are in a reasonable
range rather than to simulate true compliance testing.

Experimental data on water quality monitoring was scarce for the
H4L1.1c4 AhR assay, which was developed in 2015 and was only used
in one water quality study on a WWTP (Nivala et al., 2018). Both
WWTP influent and effluent were above the EBT but if a hundred-fold
dilution was assumed for the effluent, it would be compliant (Table
B1). PPARγ-GeneBLAzer was tested in a case study in Novi Sad (König
et al., 2017), where untreatedwastewaterwould have not been compli-
ant but the Danube as the receiving river would be compliant (Table
B2). There are more case studies available for HG5LN-hPXR (Creusot
et al., 2010; Escher et al., 2014; Neale et al., 2015):mostly highly treated
water and surface water would be compliant and effluent would not be
compliant (Table B3). The bioassays indicative for activation of metabo-
lism have only very recently been integrated in water quality monitor-
ing and more experience needs to be gained before associated EBTs can
be implemented.

The largest number of studies was available for the estrogenicity as-
says. Here we would expect that untreated wastewater would be non-
compliant and treated wastewater compliant or non-compliant de-
pending on the treatment technology and surfacewater should be com-
pliant. For the MELN assays such a picture was essentially found (Table
B4): Danubewaterwould have been compliant apart fromone out of 22
samples (Neale et al., 2015). Several small Swiss streams would have
been compliant until WWTP effluent was added (Neale et al., 2017a).
Diverse European surface water samples were 72% compliant
(Tousova et al., 2017). French WWTP influent and effluent would be
non-compliant, while samples taken in the river above and below the
effluent discharge would often be compliant (Jugan et al., 2009; Miege
et al., 2009). Ozonation in an Italian WWTP treating textile industry ef-
fluent did not lead to compliancy with EBT-EEQ (Schiliro et al., 2012).
Tunisian surface water was also far above the EBT-EEQ (Mnif et al.,
2012). ER-GeneBLAzer showed a similar picture in various case studies
(Table B5, review in Leusch et al., 2017; Nivala et al., 2018) and ERα-
Luc-BG1 was even able to detect the raw wastewater in the Danube
river at Novi Sad (Table B6, König et al., 2017). ERα-HeLa-9903 per-
formed equally well (Table B7) in one case study (Escher et al., 2014),
and data was abundant but also consistent for ER-CALUX (Table B8,
Bain et al., 2014; Escher et al., 2014; Leusch et al., 2010; Roberts et al.,
2015; Scott et al., 2014; Van der Linden et al., 2008). Only few quantita-
tive case studies were found for the relatively new A-YES assay (Table
B9, Gehrmann et al., 2016; Itzel et al., 2017), while the number of stud-
ies was overwhelming for the popular and longer established 3d YES
(Table B10), with experience going back as far as 2004 (Pawlowski et
al., 2004; Tyler et al., 2005; Hashimoto et al., 2007; Williams et al.,
2007; Coleman et al., 2008; Escher et al., 2008a; Escher et al., 2009;
Fang et al., 2012; Alvarez et al., 2013; Margot et al., 2013; Escher et al.,
2014; French et al., 2015). The case studies with the EASZY assay
(Table B11) had the issue that the tested extracts were not enriched
high enough to test for compliance (Neale et al., 2017a) and the
REACTIV assay was so far only applied on WWTPs (Valitalo et al.,
2017), so we cannot judge if the EBT is in a practical range (Table B12).

When comparing EEQ for the same samples between four different
estrogenicity assays from the same study (Fig. 2) it becomes evident
why it is necessary to set specific EBT-EEQ for each bioassay. Both
EBTs and samples have different EEQ levels but the EBT-EEQ differenti-
ated clearly in all cases between contaminated water (untreated waste-
water and stormwater) and treated water/surface water.

As discussed above, the antagonistic effects on hormone receptors
for AR and PR are fairly non-specific and need to be treated with some
caution. At least it appears that they are in the right order of magnitude.
The effects in the anti AR-GeneBLAzer were compliant up and down-
stream of a raw wastewater discharge in Novi Sad but not compliant
at the point of discharge (Table B13, (König et al., 2017)). A similar pic-
ture was obtained for anti MDA-kb2 (Table B14) and anti AR-CALUX
(Table B15). Scott et al. (2014) observed that only 16% of Australian sur-
face water samples were active in anti PR-CALUX with the highest con-
centrations being non-compliant and the lower concentrations being
compliant (Table B16).

Few case studies with water samples were available for the TTR
binding assays and the anti-TR-LUC-GH3 assay (Leusch et al., 2018).
Most samples in WWTP effluent and surface water were below the de-
tection limit in the XETA assay (Leusch et al., 2018; Tousova et al., 2017;
Valitalo et al., 2017) but those active were typically just above the EBT-
T3EQ (Table B17).

There is an abundance of case studies available for the oxidative
stress response. Their discriminatory power was rather mixed, though.
For AREc32 (Escher et al., 2012; Escher et al., 2014; Nivala et al.,



Fig. 2. Comparison of EBT for different estrogenicity assays (red dashed lines) applied to one set of diverse water samples. The filled symbols refer to untreated wastewater (WW) and
stormwater, the empty symbols to treated WW and surface water. Data from Escher et al. (2014).
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2018), the general trend was that wastewater was not compliant but
surface water was (Table B18). However, some of the highly treated
water exceeded the EBT. This is likely due to the formation of disinfec-
tion by-products, which activate oxidative stress response typically
very strongly (Neale et al., 2012; Hebert et al., 2018). A consistent pic-
ture (Table B19) was seen for the ARE-GeneBLAzer (Neale et al., 2015;
König et al., 2017; Neale et al., 2017a). We have only one case study
for Nrf2-CALUX (Escher et al., 2014) and here none of the samples
would have been compliant, so more experience should be gained
with this assay.

Validation of EBTswith case studies is especially important for bioas-
says with apical endpoint because the choice of the mixture factor also
depends if specifically acting or non-specifically acting chemicals dom-
inate the mixture effects. The Microtox assay with the proposed effect
threshold of 10was generally able to differentiate betweenwastewater
and highly treated and surface water in five monitoring studies (Table
B21, Escher et al., 2008b; Escher et al., 2009; Macova et al., 2010;
Macova et al., 2011; Escher et al., 2014). Of the algal assays, only the
combined algae assay was applied in diverse monitoring studies
(Escher et al., 2008b; Escher et al., 2014; Neale et al., 2017a). The EBT-
DEQ for the growth endpoint could not differentiate very well between
untreated and treatedwater (Table B22) but the EBT for photosynthesis
inhibition (Table B23) achieved this differentiation. Unfortunately, only
one surface monitoring study using SPE extracts and Daphnia magna
was located in the literature (Bettinetti et al., 2014), and the EC were
right around the EBT-chlorpyrifos-EQ (Table B24). The 48 h FETwas ap-
plied in two studies (Escher et al., 2014; Neale et al., 2015) and all but
untreated wastewater was compliant (Table B25), while for the 96 h
FET (Tousova et al., 2017) the comparison was less conclusive (Table
B26).

4. Conclusions

This analysis provides a first proof of principle for a read across ap-
proach to derive EBTs from existing EQS values and existing effect
data for single chemicals. Bioassays with EBTs clearly have the potential
to be used to support classification of the surface water status according
to theWFD. The numerical EBT values derived here are preliminary due
to a lack of complete data sets but this can be overcome in the future by
targeted bioassay experiments. An improved quality control of bioas-
says is also required to assure the accuracy, precision, robustness, selec-
tivity, sensitivity and specificity of each bioassay and each test
performed (Escher and Leusch, 2012). However, additional measure-
ments of EC for chemicals with accepted EQS cannot surmount the
problem of lack of appropriate chemicals included in the list of priority
chemicals for some bioassays. The list of existing EQS from which we
have drawn does not include potent chemicals in some of the bioassays
that still cover biological effects of environmental concern, i.e., effects
that are frequently observed in surface water.

The proposed method for EBT derivation is simple and straightfor-
ward and is provided in the form of an excel sheet as Appendix A of
this manuscript. It was possible to derive preliminary EBT for 32 bioas-
says out of the 48 bioassays included in the analysis (Tables A4 to A51 in
Appendix A). There is even a blank sheet included at the end (tab “A52.
General template” in Appendix A) to encourage readers to derive EBT
values. Therefore, as EQS are evolving and new EQS are being imple-
mented or revised, the database for the derivation of EBTs can be
appended. Moreover, as new bioassay data are becoming available the
number of input data will increase andmake the approach more robust
and less sensitive to outliers. There are many data available for single
chemicals in the included in vitro bioassays in the dashboard of the US
EPA (Tox21 and ToxCAST; (U.S. EPA, 2015)) and in diverse publications
(van der Linden et al., 2014; Di Paolo et al., 2016; Neale et al., 2017b) but
as discussed above, complete datasets for all chemicals with EQS would
greatly improve the robustness and quality of the derived EBTs.

At present, lack of data is the largest impediment for the definition of
EBTs with the proposed read across method. As this exercise has dem-
onstrated, a lack of effect data for chemicals that have EQS is one of
the most urgent gaps to close to advance the derivation of EBTs. Pro-
posals for bioassay test batteries are sometimes very comprehensive
and cover as many chemicals as possible (Escher et al., 2014;
Wernersson et al., 2015), while others only include assays that are likely
to light up with water samples (Neale et al., 2017b). Here we have
mainly included bioassays for which there exist monitoring data with
WWTP effluent or surface water samples. Thus, we are certain about
their relevance for water quality assessment.
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However, sufficient chemicals were not available for all endpoints in
our POD list of EQS values or experimental data for the chemicals with
EQS were lacking. Sometimes there are data, but the EC values are
pointing to a rather non-specific effect. This includes all assays for
anti-estrogenicity, as well as activation of PR and GR. Also many of the
compounds active in some assays, especially in AhR and TTR, are very
hydrophobic. They hardly dissolve in thewater phase of the aquatic en-
vironment, but rather adsorb to sediment and suspended particulate
matter. Consequently, no EQS values in water are available for many
of the active compounds in these bioassays, hampering the derivation
of EQS-based EBT values but also posing the question if EBTs need to
be expanded to sediment and soils. In principle, there is no limitation,
provided that there are EQS available for these compartments and single
chemical data in the bioassays is sufficiently abundant.

We have clearly demonstrated that Option B, i.e. the mean of BEQi,
performed best for bioassays with only high-potency compounds in
the list of chemicals with EQS. If the list contains high- and low-potency
compounds a filtering step was necessary to exclude those compounds
with too lowpotency because theywould have decreased the EBT to un-
realistically low levels (Option F). The estrogenicity assays and whole
organism assay specifically sensitive to certain chemicals, e.g., algal tox-
icity dominated by herbicides or daphnia toxicity dominated by insecti-
cides, yielded robust EBT-BEQ after filtering.

Those bioassays, where the filtering excluded most or all chemicals,
were all category 2 bioassays with many bioactive but low potency
chemicals, for which read across is more difficult and only possible if
mixture factors are included in the algorithm. The category 2 bioassays
include the bioassays indicative of activation of metabolism (PXR, PPAR,
AhR) and assays for adaptive stress responses, with the oxidative stress
response activated via the keap-Nrf2-ARE pathwayparticularly relevant
for water quality. For these assays, previous iceberg modeling has
shown that even if hundreds of chemicals are analyzed and the effects
are known, their predicted mixture toxicity explains far less than 1% of
the observed biological effect of the sample (Escher et al., 2013; Neale
et al., 2017b; Tang et al., 2014; Tang et al., 2013). Many of the chemicals
have very low potencies and therefore one or few BEQ cannot be repre-
sentative. In the present study, we appliedmixture factors of 100 for re-
ceptor-mediated effects with low specificity (PXR, AhR) and 1000 for
oxidative stress response. In the case of theMicrotox assay, every chem-
ical can contribute to mixture toxicity and the antibiotics do not have a
highly specific effect in the standard 30 min incubation, therefore the
mixture factor was increased to 10,000. For Daphnia magna themixture
factor was reduced to 10 because the mixture effect is driven by insec-
ticides and non-specifically acting chemicals acting together. If only in-
secticides were included then the EBT came also to 15 ngchlorpyrifos/L
with option F but this was only based on three chemicals and therefore
less robust than the mixture method. The derivation of the mixture fac-
tor is the Achilles' heel of the approach. The analysis of existing single-
chemical effect data as well as the iceberg modeling in the case studies
clearly indicates the need for the mixture factor approach but the deri-
vation of the mixture factor is not mature yet and the proposed values
have to be considered preliminary until further information on mixture
effects becomes available.

It must be noted that the list of priority compounds in theWFD was
not defined with any consideration of covering relevant MOAs. One
could now argue that EBTs should be derived from other PODs than
the EQS. Alternatively, one could argue that theWFD list of priority pol-
lutants should be expanded to include chemicals representative for
thoseMOAs. The latter option is preferred because chemical assessment
is the current gold standard ofwater qualitymonitoring.Most proposals
to date are suggesting EBM as a screening tool and not as a replacement
of chemical analytical monitoring and this teamof authors supports this
view. Chemical analyseswill always be necessary in risk assessment, but
it is most relevant at sites where bioanalytical screening indicates that
micropollutants' levels may pose a risk. This strategy is also applied in
the food industry (Hoogenboom et al., 2010).
Despite the limited effect data availability and limitations of the
existing lists of EQS, the proposed generic methods to derive EBTs are
a first step to harmonize existing approaches and explore various differ-
ent options for a large diversity of bioassays commonly applied for
water quality assessment. Research groups active in bioassay research
are encouraged to fill gaps in availability of effect concentrations for
chemicals that are relevant in surface water and have a defined EQS.
Excel spreadsheets are provided that allow inclusion of more chemicals
and more effect data to derive more and more robust EBTs.
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